Fabric Tree Door, Window or Wall hanger
Materials: Fabric, Matching Thread, Ribbon, hand sewing needles, Buttons or bells, Scissors, rotary cutter,
chalk pencil, rulers.

1. Select fabrics, There are 7 or 8 tiers. Sometimes it’s’ good to cut two tiers from the same fabric. Press
the fabric.

2. You will cut two squares of the same fabric in the following sizes:
10”
8 ½”
7 ½”
6 ½”
4 ½”
3 ½”

If you want to add a tiny topper to the tree fussy cut a 2 ½’ set.
2. Place the two squares rights sides together and sew a seam ¼” from the edge, leaving a gap on one
side to turn the square rights sides out.
Clip the corners to lessen the bulk in the corners when the square is turned.

Turn the block, and use a tool to pookout the corners.

Only on the little 2 1/2'” topper square will you add a piece of ribbon as the hanger. On the other
blocks you can skip the addition of ribbon.

3. The rest of the squares are to be sewn with ¼” seam with a gap on one side to turn the blocks. Trim the
corners up before turning; use a tool to poke the corners out crisply.

Iron the squares.
4. Decide which side of the block you want face up and put it face down on your table,
in the shape of a diamond.
Fold the corner closest to you up toward the top peak.

See the photo above, you need to shape the block like a tree would be shaped. On this one I’ve
decided to then take the center and fold it down to the bottom to form a middle downward peak. I’m
toying with adding bells as ornaments so though that might be cute. You don’t have to do that. If you
are going to do the normal tree, you will not fold the center back down, but you will sew this piece to
the next square.

If you’re going to do the same than mark a chalk line at the fold where the next layer and the last layer
will be sewn together, then sew on that line. Do not sew where the stitching will be seen, it needs to
remain hidden.

If you’re not going to want the little downward peak than you will put the bottom layer totally under
the upper layer determine where to join the two layers, mark the upper layer, sew the line then fold
appropriately.
You’ll repeat these steps for each layer/tier of the tree.

This is what the back looks like. I’ll hand stitch the back so that the layers are stitched together but
don’t show on the front.

This is the front before adding buttons or bells or other decorations.
Let your imagination and creativity run wild.
Happy Quilting.

